Evaluation of an Overlay for Source-Specific Multicast in Asymmetric Routing environments
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Abstract— Multicast routing is again gaining popularity with the development of new group services, like real-time multimedia streaming. The aim is to reach big groups of users with the quality level they expect, while using network resources in an efficient way. This is a challenge to be fulfilled as current multicast protocols still have difficulties in dealing with basic issues like asymmetric routing. In this work we describe and evaluate an overlay that allows the use of the source-specific multicast standard in environments with asymmetric routing. A set of tests is made in the data and control plane, to expose the pros and cons of this new proposal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The deployment of real-time group communications with efficient use of network resources implies that multicast data should always travel in the best possible path. To accomplish this, routing asymmetries, as well as Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, should be considered when building multicast trees. However, these requirements are not accomplished by most IP multicast routing protocols. One of the reasons is that those protocols build multicast trees from the receivers to the sender, while data travels in the reverse direction. The result is that data is forced to travel in a path that is not optimized and sometimes not even suitable. This fact may lead to a loss of performance and to the failure to deliver the quality levels expected by the users. The routing asymmetries that cause this situation are an usual presence in the Internet [1] and can happen due to distinct factors, such as different paths for each direction, same path but different bandwidth for each direction in the same link, as well as quality of service or network access restrictions. Routing policies and traffic engineering may also cause routing asymmetry [2].

In this paper, a new protocol called Overlay for Source-Specific Multicast in Asymmetric Routing environments (OSMAR) [3] is described, and evaluated using the Network Simulator version 2 (NS2) [4]. The aim of the OSMAR protocol is to overcome the lack of adaptation of current multicast protocols to asymmetric routing. Specifically, OSMAR protocol allows source specific protocols, such as the Protocol Independent Multicast - Source Specific Multicast (PIM-SSM) [5], to operate in asymmetric routing environments, without requiring any change to their state machine [3].

The tests in this paper were made using PIM-SSM as the underlying multicast routing protocol, and concern both the data and control plane of the OSMAR protocol.

II. RELATED WORK

Many proposals try to solve the problem created by routing asymmetries in IP multicasting, in order to achieve better multicast trees. One of the approaches, the Yet-Another-Multicast (YAM) [6], addresses the problem but only for inter-domain multicast branches. Intra-domain branches cannot support routing asymmetries. Quality of Service-sensitive Multicast Routing Protocol (QoSMIC) [7] follows YAM in the quest of QoS routing in IP multicast. Although it works both with inter and intra-domain routing asymmetries, its local search method to discover the most suitable path to be used for a new branch, issued from the side of the new member, produces heavy communication overhead, thus being supposed to be only used inside a domain. Additionally, it extends the functionality of PIM-SM and not PIM-SSM. Despite their drawbacks, both YAM and QoSMIC allow receiver initiated, source originating, delivery trees. Other approaches, such as [8], [9] and [10], tried to solve IP multicast problems as a whole by using an application-level multicast system. The goal was to substitute or enhance the network layer multicast support. However, these solutions imply higher complexity and more powerful network nodes, what can prevent its wide use.

III. OSMAR

In this section an overview of OSMAR is presented, together with some details of its implementations in NS2. Implementation of the PIM-SSM protocol is also addressed.

A. Overview of OSMAR

OSMAR aims to be used as an overlay for source-specific multicast protocols, like PIM-SSM, enabling them to deal with network asymmetries and to provide QoS-aware content distribution, while maintaining their specifications and state machine. To accomplish this, OSMAR changes the values of the Multicast Routing Information Base (MRIB) tables, used by the multicast routing protocol to build the multicast tree, and considers the path from source to receivers. The updated MRIBs will then be used to build optimal trees based on the path that data really uses. In opposition, the normal operation of multicast protocols creates trees following the data path from receivers to the source. Therefore, OSMAR enabled
multicast branches are created taking into consideration the connectivity (e.g. unidirectional links) and QoS characteristics configured for each source-receiver data path.

OSMAR works with asymmetric routes, both inside a domain and between domains. Additionally, it allows the adaptation of source-specific multicast protocols to asymmetric routes in a distributed manner, in which most of the functionality is done by OSMAR agents residing in edge routers. Also, OSMAR ensures an easy deployment as it does not require any modification in the state machine of the multicast routing protocol nor any changes to end-hosts. Moreover, OSMAR can be progressively deployed, because it does not require the installation of agents in all network domains.

1) OSMAR specification

While OSMAR does not need any changes in the underlying multicast routing protocol it must be able to recognize the IP alert option [11] and to update MRIB tables. Additionally, OSMAR agents in edge routers should also be able to check the PIM JoinDesired(S,G) variable status (in order to start OSMAR mechanisms), and the state of each (S,G) channel in each interface.

OSMAR implementation uses three different control messages: SessAn, MribReq and MribUp. The first, SessAn, is a multicast message sent by an ingress agent to a well-known multicast group to announce to the local agents that it is the ingress point for the multicast sources specified in the message. It is sent by OSMAR ingress agents at specified time intervals. The second, MribReq, is an unicast message sent upstream to request for the update of the MRIBs for any (S,x) channel specified in the message. It can be sent either to build an intra or inter-domain branch, depending if it is sent to an ingress-agent or to the source of the multicast group. In the latter, it can be used together with OSMAR Fast_Branch option to indicate that the new branch should be updated from the ingress agent near the source (Fast_Branch not set) – the default option -, or from the first OSMAR agent found in the path towards the source that has the specified multicast channel (Fast_Branch set). Finally, MribUp message is an unicast message sent downstream to update the MRIBs for any channel (S,x) specified in the message. It is sent to the destination Autonomous System (AS), where the receiver that initiated the request belongs, and has the IP alert option set.

OSMAR also defines three different functionalities for its agents – ingress, interior, egress-, depending on their locations – ingress router, interior router, egress router. These agents implement all the necessary mechanisms for OSMAR operations.

Only ingress and egress agents (located in edge routers) keep state, and the information is kept for each source-specific channel (S,x). Information kept includes multicast sources, previous egress agents, destination AS, and timers. Interior agents simply change the local MRIBs, not keeping any state.

2) Detailed functionality of OSMAR

In the inter-domain, OSMAR helps building QoS multicast trees from the ingress-router of each AS included in the AS tree, to each egress router where receivers have subscribed the session. The way OSMAR helps to build QoS multicast trees relies only in the change of MRIBs, in the path from the source to destination, with the address of a more suitable next-hop router to reach each requested multicast source. This change is done both in inter and intra-domain source-specific multicast branches, independently from the multicast routing protocols. Every MRIB in those branches is updated in a receiver-initiated, source-originated operation.

When a receiver subscribes a source-specific multicast channel, OSMAR egress agent detects the change of the PIM JoinDesired(S,G) variable to true. Then, one of two actions is taken, depending on whether the AS where the receiver resides is part of the requested multicast tree. If there is already an ingress agent for the multicast source required in the domain, the egress agent sends a MribReq message to that ingress agent, in order to build the intra-domain multicast branch. Otherwise, the egress agent sends a MribReq message, with IP alert option, to the multicast source specified by the subscribing receiver, in order to build the inter-domain tree. On receiving the MribReq message the receiving agent starts the MRIB updating process, by sending a MribUp message towards the destination agent (the one that started the initial request). The path taken by both messages is the path indicated by the available unicast routing protocol.

When building inter-domain multicast trees, the egress agent that initiated the process has the opportunity to select from starting to update the multicast branch from the AS where the source is, or from the first AS with the required multicast channel that is found in the requested inter-domain tree. This choice can be stated by changing the value of the Fast_Branch option flag. With this option, the initiating agent can decide for a longer construction time, but a probably more suitable QoS multicast tree, if it chooses to start updating from the AS the source is. Alternatively it can decide for a shorter construction time, but a probably less suitable QoS multicast tree. In any case, it is the responsibility of the Exterior Gateway Protocol to provide the most suitable route from the agent in the selected AS, until the ingress agent of the AS where the receiver that triggered the update of the inter-domain resides.

Intra-domain multicast branches are updated when an ingress agent for the desirable multicast tree is already known. In this case, the ingress agent in the AS, starts the update of all the MRIBs in the path towards the egress agent that wants to subscribe to the multicast channel. It is the responsibility of the Interior Gateway Protocol to provide the most suitable route to the egress router. It is the responsibility of ingress agents not only to trigger the update of MRIBs in existing intra-domain branches (by sending MribUp messages), but also to notify other edge agents in the same domain about the multicast channels that enter the domain at its location (by sending SessAn messages).

After receiving the MribUp message, the OSMAR agent in the access-router near the receiver allows the continuation of the join process by the multicast protocol.
Fig. 1 shows the request to update the MRIBs for a given (S,x) channel (multicast channel with source S towards any destination x).

In this scenario, <Receiver 1> already subscribed to a multicast channel from source S, and so the MRIBs in the path from the source was already updated by OSMAR for (S,x). There are also two egress agents requesting the update of MRIBs, since Receivers 2 and 3 wish to join channels from source S. The egress agent near <Receiver 2> sends a local request, since there is one ingress agent in the domain that has state for (S,x). Finally, the egress agent near <Receiver 3> requests the update of the inter-domain branch since it has no ingress agent in the domain, and chooses to update the multicast branch from the first AS that is found belonging to the inter-domain tree (Fast_Branch set).

Having requested the update of MRIBs, OSMAR is now ready to perform the actual update. Fig. 2 depicts how the new branches towards the leaf routers of Receiver 2 and 3 are updated, and how the ingress agents announce to other local agents the channels (S,x) that enter the domain at their location.

If the egress agent near <Receiver 3> had requested the update of the inter-domain branch from the AS where the source is (Fast_Branch not set), trying to benefit from a longer but probably more suitable QoS multicast tree, the request would go up to the agent near the <Multicast Source>. Therefore, the following update of MRIBs would be done from the source of the multicast group to the specified receiver.

After OSMAR operation, the updated MRIBs define the best QoS-aware path from source to receiver. The multicast routing protocol can then collect the most suitable next-hop router towards the desired source, from the updated MRIBs. This will allow the construction of a QoS-aware multicast tree.

B. Implementing OSMAR in NS2.

In this simulation, a simplified version of the OSMAR mechanisms described before, was implemented. While OSMAR defines three types of messages to exchange control between agents, in this simulation only MribReq and MribUp messages were simulated. The reason for not implementing the SessAn message, is that its usage, to keep signalling local to access networks, is a clear advantage of OSMAR, and we do not aim to analyse OSMAR in best-case scenarios. The time spent internally to update the MRIB is also not simulated as it is not representative. The size of each OSMAR packet is of 42 bytes: 20 bytes for the Internet Protocol (IP) header, 8 bytes for the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) header and 14 bytes for OSMAR. These 14 bytes are composed by the OSMAR message type, the address of the previous node in the path, the source address of the multicast channel, the group address to join, and by the Fast_Branch field. Although not every field is used in any OSMAR message, the same packet size was used in simulating all messages. Periodically, a timer sends an
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the OSMAR control messages - the transmission of MribUp messages in response to MribReq messages, and the MribUp messages that OSMAR refresh implies, results in a slight delay of some CBR data packets. However, the difference is minimal, averaging more 0.035 ms than when using PIM-SSM alone.

B. Impact on session setup

This test measured the time taken by OSMAR messages to make the necessary changes to the MRIBs. Time is measured from the initial MribReq message sent when a node wants to join the multicast channel (S,G), until the time when the corresponding MribUp message is received by the initial joining node. Results using OSMAR with and without the Fast_Branch option are displayed in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4. Average MRIB changing time by asymmetry](image)

As shown in Fig. 4, which includes all tests done in every topology, average times to change MRIBs are slightly bigger with higher asymmetry levels, both with and without Fast_Branch option flag set. The measured average setup time, due to the time that OSMAR needs to change the MRIB in all routers, ranges from 13.686 ms (0% asymmetry scenario) to 24.574 ms (60% symmetry scenario) with Fast_Branch option set, and from 22.273 ms (0% symmetry scenario) to 24.574 ms (60% symmetry scenario) with Fast_Branch option unset.

As could be forecasted, the Fast_Branch field set option shows clear benefits in what respects the setup time, since with the Fast_Branch field OSMAR starts configuring the MRIBs closer to the receivers.

Based on this test, we can also conclude that the asymmetry levels of the different topologies scenarios do not influence the results significantly.

C. Impact on session setup (optimized)

One of the drawbacks of using OSMAR is the initial time spent by OSMAR to update the MRIBs, which delays the start of the reception of data by the receiver. An alternative approach is to permit the occurrence of a normal multicast join and, at the same time, the start of OSMAR operations. i.e., OSMAR does not block the multicast join request, and so, the join is made before OSMAR finishes changing all MRIBs. Hence, the multicast trees built by PIM-SSM use two types of MRIB values: first, during tree setup, the MRIB values based on the unicast routing table, and after that, during tree refreshment, using the MRIB values updated by OSMAR. In this test (without Fast_Branch) the number of out-of-order packets that arrive to the receiver, and of data packets lost in the transition from the original PIM-SSM built tree to the new OSMAR changed tree, are measured.

Simulation results show that the average number of lost packets to each of the receiver access routers, is minimal. (from an average of 0.97 packets in 0% asymmetries to 1.75 in 60% asymmetries). Out-of-order packets do not surpass one packet (it is the first packet received after the lost ones, therefore being out-of-order).

In the interpretation of these results, it should be noted that due to the fact that the PIM-SSM implementation does not have packet exchange, therefore being immediate either in the first time it is used, as in consecutive refreshes, there are packets that are caught in the middle of their path when the multicast tree is changed. This results in situations where the packets suddenly do not have a path to follow, and therefore are lost. With a packet exchange implementation, the overall number of lost packets should be less that the ones resulting from this simulation.

D. Signalling overhead

The main objective of this test was to measure the overhead produced by OSMAR in the network, and its scalability.

The packets that are accounted for, are the OSMAR packets sent by each node (that simulates a router) in the network during the simulation, either being the initial sending node or any of the routers that forward the packet through the network. In Fig. 5 the average number of OSMAR packets in the network is displayed by asymmetry (includes all scenarios). As would be expected, the number of OSMAR packets accounted in all links is higher when Fast_Branch option flag is not set, as the packets have to travel the complete path between each receiver access router to the multicast source. The average number of OSMAR packets in the network varies slightly with asymmetry, reflecting the different number of links in the many multicast trees tested - as the tree has one more link there is one more OSMAR control message (travelling downstream) set to the network through that specific link. It should be noticed that the simulation set the OSMAR refresh timer to 0.3 s, while it is expected to be close to the value of PIM-SSM refresh messages that is 30s.

![Figure 5. Average number of OSMAR packets in the network by asymmetry](image)

The distribution of the average number of OSMAR and CBR packets along all the simulation time is displayed in
When the first receiver joins the multicast channel, OSMAR is triggered leading to a small bump in the number of OSMAR packets in the network. The reception of MribUp messages signals the access-node that the multicast join can be completed, as the MRIBs are already changed (the optimized version analysed in section IV-C is not used). This leads to the growing of CBR packets in the network, as multicast CBR traffic is delivered to the different receivers. The successive joins lead to successive increases in the number of CBR packets in the network, that only decreases in the end of the simulation as nodes leave the multicast channel. Each 0.3 seconds there is an increase of OSMAR packets in the network, which corresponds to OSMAR refresh messages (the ones that permit the maintenance of the MRIB tables).

As for scalability, we can observe that the number of OSMAR packets grows linearly with the number of receivers, and can even be reduced by using the Fast_Branch field set, and by separating the topology in different domains, in which the OSMAR announcement mechanism is used. It should also be noticed that the bandwidth occupied by OSMAR does not relate to the CBR data packets bandwidth, as it only depends on the number of receivers that join the multicast channel.

V. CONCLUSION

The need of QoS support in multicast delivery of multimedia contents is growing. However, most of today’s multicast routing protocols do not provide for any QoS restraints in the building of multicast trees, and do not take into account routing asymmetries. In this paper we present OSMAR, an overlay that allows enhancing PIM-SSM trees with QoS awareness in networks with routing asymmetries, without changing standards.

In the simulations, OSMAR was tested in data and control plane, using PIM-SSM multicast routing protocol. The aim was to find out if OSMAR could provide a better overall performance.

As result of all the tests made it can be concluded that in the presence of asymmetries in the network, OSMAR brings clear advantages, by averaging a lower end-to-end packet delay with a negligible overhead.

The drawback initially expected from OSMAR, the overhead that it would create in the session setup, was avoided by the use of an optimized version for the initial MRIBs update. This alternative approach, which enables simultaneous PIM-SSM joins and OSMAR MRIBs update, proved to be more efficient than the initially proposed, achieving a performance equal to PIM-SSM despite a small cost in the amount of lost packets. Also, OSMAR packet overhead in the network was found to grow linearly with the number of receivers, while consuming a negligible portion of the bandwidth.

After analyzing all the results, it can be said that OSMAR allows PIM-SSM to build better multicast trees in scenarios where routing asymmetries exist. By averaging a lower end-to-end delay, it enables traffic to travel through the more advisable links, as the network managers characterized them (as it follows lower cost links), providing a QoS-awareness protocol that PIM-SSM by itself can not guarantee.
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